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Vote results
announced
By Damon kieso%.
Staff Writer
University of Maine students voted Thursday to rejected a plan
to install MicroFridges, at a cost of $30 per semester, in every
room on campus, according to unofficial results.
Students also rejected increases in the student activity and
recreation fees. -
Three CIA referendum questions, designed to test student opi-
nion on campus recruitment were passed in favor of tightenen-
ing recruitment practices.
The results will be considered by student government in mak-
ing recommendations to President Lick on recruiting policies.
According to the unofficial results the MicroFridge and activi-
ty fee referendums were defeated by more than 100 votes each.
The recreation fee failed by 22 votes, the smallest margin of any
question on the ballot.
A student initiative to change the allocation process for
residence hall and dorm governing board money was passed.
The resolution was non-binding and will be considered by
Residential Life when it makes its decision on changing the alloca-
tion process.
Alicia Fencer, chair of the Fair Elections Practices Committee
said that turnout was "incredible."(see RESULTS on page 15)
Maine Day 1990
p oto Baer
More than two dozen organizations assisted in cleaning up the University of Maine during the 55th
annual Maine Day. See photo spread on pages 10 and 11.
Protestors sit in at Lick's office
More than 20 students protested against Ben Liles'
By Damon kiesov
Staff Writer
More than 20 people
gathered in front of University
of Maine President Dale Lick's
office Thursday morning to
protest the University's tenur-
ing process.
The crowd, which began
assembling around 8:00 a.m.,
consisted mostly of non-
traditional students.
The catalyst for the sit-in was
the controversy surrounding the
resignation of Ben Liles, assis-
tant professor of Plant Biology.
Liles has been teching BIO
100, Basic Biology, since the
Fall of 1986.
He resigned after he was in-
formed by his Dean, Dagmar
Croon, of the College of
Sciences, that he would not
receive tenure.
Liles told the General Stu-
dent Senate last week that "it
was better to resign than be
fired."
Croon was "not going to
grant me tenure because she
saw no evidence of research,"
Liles said.
According to Liles' contract
he was expected to devote 90
percent of his time to teaching
and 10 percent to research.
Liles said that the most im-
portant question in the college
Graduate students WiHiam Moore, Linda Foss, and Sharon Johnson. photo by John Baer
resignation
of sciences was "how many Moore said that the idea for
papers have you turned out?" the sit-in was thought of on
"They would rather have a Monday. _
researcher than a teacher," he "There are no plans for
said. anything else," he said, "This
The protestors passed around is it. It's probably the only
a letter and a petition calling for chance we'll get- before finals,
Croon to reconsider Liles' case. he said.
The letter said in part: "Los- Sharon Johnson, 27, who is
ing him as a faculty member studying Social Work, was not
represents a signifigant loss, not worried the protest would lose
only to UMaine but to the momentum over the summer.
research field in general." "They will probably give so-
Students said that many meone else the axe in the fall so
faculty are—"frustrated"—with---it will keep going," she said.
the process, but can't complain Johnson works with the On-
publicly.
Linda Foss, a 29-year-old
Secondary Education and
History major said that "Cer-
tain people are reluctant to
show up here."
She said that some faculty
members who supported the
demonstration were worried
about getting tenure if they pro-
tested the current system.
William Moore, 28, a senior
in Merchandising and Con-
sumer Resources, said that the
protesters were there ."just to
make a statement."
Moore said that if the univer-
sity wants people to do research
they should hire researchers.
ward program and was con-
cerned with the effects of the
tenure system on that program.
Onward is a federally fund-
ed program which helps non-
traditional or low-income
students meet university educa-
tional standards. The program
teaches developmental courses
which help students, who have
been out of school for a long
time or who did poorly in high
school, attend college.
Johnson said that the univer-
sity has demoted teachers in the
Onward Program, and other
departments across campus,
(see PROTEST on page 15)
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NOTICE TO STUDENTS WHO WISH
TO CANCEL THEIR ROOM CONTRACTS
FOR FALL 1990
The deadline to cancel your room contract
and receive a refund on the $75.00 room
deposit is MAY 1, 1990.
Notification in writing must be received
in the area office where you sign up.
Students who cancel iheir contracts for Fall
1990 after May .1„ 1990 will forfeit the
$75.00 mom deposit.
Please contact the Office of Residential Life
in Estabrooke Hall if you have questions about
room sign-up --581-4584.
IIIIPORTANT NOTICE
MEAT 41R,ADVATE8
If you have borrowed through the Stafford
Loan (GSI.) or Supplemental Loan for Students
(SLS) programs, you are required to.oattend
an exit loan counseling session prior to
your graduation this May. Loan counseling
'sessions will be offered at the following
times:
Tuesday, May 1 at 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May-4 at 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday. May 2 at 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 2 at 7:00 p.m.
All sessions will be held in
137 Bennett Hall
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
NOTE: If you have borrowed from both the
Pefkins NDSL program AND the Stafford GSL
you need only attend one session.
Drug users continue
selling infected plasma
CHICAGO (AP) -- Despite efforts to
discourage them, drug abusers who are
infected with the AIDS virus are still
selling blood plasma to commercial col-
lection centers, and more needs to be
done to stop them, a study says.
But a spokesman for plasma collec-
tion centers says they are doing a good
job of excluding such donors and keep-
ing the AIDS infection out of blood pro-
ducts. These include clotting factor us-
ed by hemophiliacs and immune
globulin taken by people who need pro-
tection against hepatitis.
"The current products that are out
there are considered to be 100 percent
safe," said James Reilly, spokesman
for the American Blood Resources
Association, the trade group represen-
ting the approximately 400 U.S. for-
profit plasma-collection centers.
"There are no known cases of (AIDS)
transmission from products currently on
the market," he said in a telephone
interview from Annapolis, Md.
The study found that more than 23
percent of 2,921 intravenous drug
abusers contacted in the Baltimore area
in 1988 and 1989 said they had sold
plasma or donated blood after they
began injecting illegal drugs.
Tests revealed 24.1 percent of those
contacted were infected with H I V, the
AIDS virus, said researchers at Johns
Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public
Health in Baltimore.
They reported their findings in
Wednesday's Journal of the American
Medical Association.
Since March 1985, all U.S. blood and
blood componeuts have been screened
to detect the presence of AIDS virus, the
researchers noted.
In addition, plasma from commercial
centers is subjected to processsing
designed to kill the AIDS virus, but in
isolated cases in other countries, the
virus has survived in treated plasma pro-
ducts-, said Dr. Kenrad E. Nelson, lead
researcher.
"This does not mean the (U.S.) blood
supply is unsafe," Nelson said in a
telephone interview. "But the fact is that
there have been cases where
hemophiliacs have gotten infected
despite screening and heat treatment. I
don't think donor exclusion is vital."
Efforts so far have paid off, the study
found. While 24.1 percent of the study
subjects were infected overall, the
prevalence of infections among blood or
plasma donors fell from 17.1 percent in
1985 to 3.6 percent in 1988-89._
Most of the subjects said they were
paid $10 to $15 for giving plasma at
commercial centers, and about 10 per-
cent said they had donated blood at non-
profit blood banks.
But the American Assiciation of
Blood Banks said in a statement "it is
typical for people who donate plasma to
confuse blood banks with plasma
centers. Hence, any conclusions drawn
from the study must be restricted to
plasma donors receiving payment for
their donation."
UMaine dance program
cut from FY92 budget
By Jayme lamothe
Special to the Campus
As a result of budget cuts at the
University of Maine, the dance program
has been eliminated, according to a
draft of recommendations filed by the
Task Force on Program and Budget
Review.
"It's like a tribe gathering around an
erupting volcano and throwing in the
sacrificial virgin to appease the gods,"
Al Cyrus, coordinator of the theater
department said on the task force's deci-
sion to cut the dance program,earber
this week.
The program had offered a concen-
tration in dance through the theater
department. In the past, a major had
been proposed but did not get the fun-
ding requested.
Now, the dance program will be cut
back to only offer service courses.
"We made the decision based on in-
formation provided by the administra-
tion," said Ralph Townsend, vice
chair of the task force committee.
"Eliminating dance was not an easy
decision to make," Townsend said.
"But the task force had to ask itself ` Are
we going to put more money into the
program to the point where it's a viable
major, or are we going to cut it back to
a service program?"
But critics of the program elimination
say the cuts will not save the university
money, even in the long-run.
"In terms of cost and revenue, it real-
ly won't save the university that much
money," Cyrus said.
According to Townsend however, the
program had cost about $80,00 and
will be cut back to approximately
$40,000.
"The decision reflects an anti-arts
bias, " Cyrus said. "And it;s. a loss to
the whole concept of the arts."
He was.also concerned that the deci-
sion will "decimate the dance program
altogether."
This cutback will effect students like
Kandra Ayotte, who has a double ma-
jor in business and theater, with a con-
centration in dance.
"Dance is my life," Ayotte said.
"And next year was going to be a
banner year for me, I was going to do
some coreography. "
Ayotte also said that in the past few
years the program has been getting
stronger. The dance company has gone
and competed successfully around the
state and has done well competing
against private schools that do have a
major in dance.
"The arts are so sacred and they're
not getting half the credit they
deserve," Ayotte said.
Get a summer job!
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Bush declines to sanction Soviets
WASHINGTON (AP) -- President
Bush held off this week on sanctions
against the Soviet Union for its
crackdown on Lithuania, saying he
wanted to avoid any steps that would
"set back the progress that has been
made in Eastern Europe."
Bush said any actions that might be
taken would most likely be "on the
economic side" but would not include
a grain embargo.
"I'm concerned that we not in-
advertently do something that compels
the Soviet Union to take action that
would set back the whole case of
freedom around the world," Bush
said after a meeting with congressional
leaders.
Later, he told members of the
Associated General Contractors at a-
White House meeting, "I don't wantlo
do something that would inadvertently
set back the progress that has been made
in Eastern Europe."
Shortly after Bush spoke, President
Vytauias Landsbergis of Lithuania
issued an angry statement saying, "Can
the freedom of one group of people be
sold for the freedom of another? What
then is the idea of freedom itself'?"
"This is another Munich," Land-
sbergis declared, referrring to the 1938
pact in which France and Britain allow-
ed Germany to take control of
Czecholslovakia.
Administration officials had said
earlier that Bush was near a decision on
a package of economic penalties.
But participants in his meeting with
congressional leaders said he voiced
repeated concern over possible Soviet
retaliation against Lithuania should the
United States take action.
The congressional leaders generally
supported him, though there was at least
one suggestion that he postpone next
month's superpower summit.
"I think the president is proceeding
carefully, and think that is the ap-
propriate course," said Speaker of the
House Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash.
- Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., chairman
of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee said there was "a general feeling
of support for the president."
However, Rep. Dante Fascell, DFla.,
chairman of the House of Foreign Af-
fairs Committee, said he told Bush that
a better response would be to postpone
the May 30-June 3 summit in order to
"send a message all around the
world."
He said the president did not respond.
White House spokesman Marlin Fitz-
Caribou program
called disaster
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) -- The
Humane Society of the United States
has written to Gov. John R. McKernan
to say Maine's caribou transplant pro-
ject is "a disaster" and should be
discontinued.
The animal protection organization
said it had received "substantial com-
ment and expressions of concern" from
constituents in Maine and New England
about the program, which is aimed at
reintroducing caribou to northern
Maine; where they were plentiful in the
early I900s. —
The society said it supports the con-
cept of reintroducing animals in such
situations, but the programs must have
a reasonable chance of success "and
employ the most humane and biological-
ly and ecologically sensitive techniques
available."
Some caribou died or were injured
when they were transported from
••  • • • • si •
Canada to Maine by ferry "during ex-
tremely rough seas and high winds,"
the society said in its letter. As a result,
the "number of dead and injured
caribou when the ship docked was all
too predictable. "
The letter also said the reintroduction
of caribou "within the range of large
numbers of deer in areas clearly subject
to the brainworm parasite seems poor-
ly conceived, at best."
"It hatbeen a disaster for the animals
involved and potentially for the future
of reintroduction projects in general,"
the society said.
Caribou project administrator
Richard Anderson declined to respond
to specifics in the letter because he had
not seen it. But he said project officials
have "worked closely with caribou
biologists in Newfoundland to design
the project.
•••••••••10
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water declined to rule out such a
possibility, saying that "everything was
subject to consideration" except for a
grain embargo.
He also said Bush indicated in his
meetings with congressional leaders that
he does not plan any interruption of
East-West arms control talks.
Foley said, "I personally do not
believe that events so far occurring
should interrupt the summit."
Bush ruled out a grain embargo in a
question-and-answer session with farm
reporter.
"If we ever reached a point in our
trade relations where all trade was off,
then I expect the farmer would unders-
tand," the president said. "But to go
back to the disastrous grain embargo
that hurt us with our markets and hurt
our farmer worse than I think it hurt
anybody else, I'm simply not going to
do that." He was referring to the em-
bargo ordered by President Jimmy
Carter in response to Soviet military ac-
tion in Afghanistan.
At a briefing in Moscow, Soviet
Foreign Ministry spokesman Vadim P.
Perfiliey said the kFmlin's dispute with
Lithuania "is of course a problem which
is purely an internal affair, and any ac-
tions which could pull the sides in the
argument even turther apart could have
negative consequences, not only for the
Soviet Union but for the international
situation. "
U.S. measures under consideration in-
cluded delaying or withholding a varie-
ty of planned trade, investment and
other economic concessions that the
United States had been prepared to
grant the Soviet Union, said officials,
who spoke on the condition of
anonymity.
Such actions would, in effect, put a
hold on U.S.-Soviet trade liberalization
talks, which were scheduled to get under
way Tuesday in Paris.
"President Bush continues to con-
sider this matter," Fitzwater said.
"He will take into account the advice
he received this morning. The United
States will continue to push for dialogue
and peaceful resolution of the conflict.
If there are any new decisions taken, we
will make them public as soon as possi-
ble."
He said that not only has there been
no decision on what form sanctions
would take, but the president has not
decided whether to impose sanctions at
all.
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Endowment comes with conditions
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -- Horse
breeder Leslie Combs II bequeathed
most of his millions to a cancer foun-
dation. But there were strings attached:
The foundation must fire its director.
Combs, founder of Spendthrift Farm,
died of cancer April 7 at age 88. He
stipulated in his will that the Emphraim
McDowell Cancer Foundation be given
an endowment worth $26 million over
the next 25 years, on condition that it
replace Linda Mauk as director.
In the will, which distributed assets of
$6.3 million and an undisclosed amount
from two trusts, Combs said, "I am not
pleased with the conduct of Linda Mauk
I 1
The will stipulated that Centre Col-
lege in Danville, which Combs attend-
ed for two years, receive most of the
money if Mauk remained in her post.
Juliette Combs Trap?, Combs'
daughter, said in a statemeot Tuesday
her father made the demand because
Mauk allegedly told him last July that
his wife's name might be removed from
a cancer center if he changed his will.
"This was understandably traumatic
to him and was enough to cause him to
include the reference to ... Mauk in his
will," Trapp said.
But Mauk, 37, denied Wednesday
that she told Combs his late wife's
name, Dorothy Enslow Combs, would
be taken off one of the buildings in the
Lucille Parker Markey Cancer Center at
the University of Kentucky.
"There was no threat, "said Mauk,
who has been the foundation's executive
director for 10 years. "That's not a
building for us to take a name off of.
It belongs to the University of Ken-
tucky. We turned the building ever to
the university."
Marylou Whitney, a longtime
McDowell supporter, threatned last
week to resign as foundation co-
chairman if Mauk is dismissed. Mauk
also has received support in an editorial
and several letters in the Lexington
Herald Leader.
"It's nice to know that you have sup-
porters out there," said Mauk, adding
that she has received flowers and
numerous phone calls from people wan-
ting her to remain in the post.
The foundation was created ...to--
generate donations for the Lucille
Parker Markey Cancer Center. It has
raised $27 million, all from private
sources. Combs had been involved in the
fund-raising.
Dr. Ben F. Roach, the foundation's
chairman, has told the newspaper he
would let Trapp's statement "ride on its
own merits."
"I don't have any comment,"
Roach told The Associated Press. "I've
probably said too much already."
Brownell Combs II, Combs' son,
declined to comment on the controver-
sy afte meeting with Roach on
Wednesday.
"I'll let my sister's statement suf-
fice," he said.
Roach told the newspaper the foun-
dation's 15 trustees would meet "very
shortly" and might issue a statement.
One trustee said the meeting could be as
early as Friday, but Roach would not
confirm that day.
"Nobody enjoyed living more than
Ceilie Combs," Mauk said. "I hope
people look at this and realize how
vulnerable people are when facing
death.
"There are brobably a thousand
pieces to the pie. Everything he did (in
the will) was impacted by those thou-
sand pieces."
Mauk confirmed that she wrote a let-
ter to Combs in March "because I didn't
want him to think I was mad at him and
that I didn't want him to be mad at me
or Dr. Roach."
"Unfortunatley, Dad did what he did,
and he's no longer here, so there's no
way it can be changed," Trapp said.
Maine residents receive larger refunds
$
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - More
Mainers are getting money back on their
income-tax returns this year, and the
average refund is bigger than it was last
year, the state's top tax officials said this
week.
State tax Assessor John D. LaFaver
said that average indidvidual income-tax
refund is about $226, compared to $194
a year ago.
By the end of this week, the Taxation
Bureau expects to have mailed out as
many as 230,000 refund checks, though
the remaining 100,000 or so taxpayers
who anticipate refunds may have to wait
until June to see their money.
"We don't even have all the-mail
opened now,' LaFaver said Tuesday,
one week after the deadline for filing
returns for tax year 1989.
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LaFaver credited the changes enacted
by the Legislature last year as the main
reason this year's refunds are more
generous and more numerous than those
for the 1988 returns.
Last year's wave of tax "reforms"
was the second in as many years;--11 was
expected to allow taxpayers to keep
nearly $52 million they otherwise would
have owed the state between 1989 and
1991, and middle-income households
are expected to enjoy the lion's share of
the _savings.
The legislation also was designed to
redistribute the tax liability of various
income groups and simplify the filing of
returns. The four tax rates were realign-
ed, with the top rate rising from 8 per-
cent to 8.5 percent, while the tax credits
used on the 1988 returns were replaced
by the more familiar federal standard
deductions and exemptions.
LaFaver said taxpayers seem more
content this year, whether it is because
the returns are easier to understand or
because more taxpayers are getting
refunds.
- "Our phone calls are down," he
said. "This is a much smoother season
than we had last year in a lot of
respects. "
In all, LaFaver said he expects the
bureau to process about 560,000 in-
dividual income tax returns this year, the
vast majority by the end of June.
Last year, 318,000 households had
received refunds by the end of June,
LaFaver said. This year, "we're going
to have that many and more," he
said, estimating that about 330,000
households would get money back.
Processing returns was slow intitially
this year because of problems with an
outside company that is contracted to
enter the computer data on "the easy
ones"-- short-form returns bearing a
preprinted label -- but the pace is retur-
ning to normal now, LaFaver said.
Concert scheduled
Orono, Maine—Cellist Diane Harr-
ington Roscetti and pianist Kathryn Ann
Foley will perform a concert Saturday,
April 28 at the University of Maine. The
8 p.m. performance, held at Lord Hall, '
is free and open to the public.
The program includes "Hymn Tune"
by Excell in an arrangement by Kurt
Kaiser, the Sonata in B Flat Major, Op.
45 by Mendelssohn, Ravel's "Piece in
the form of an Habanera, " and
"Schelomo, " Hebraic Rhapsody for
cello and piano, by Ernest Bloch.
Both Roscetti and Foley are UMaine
associate professors of music and active
performers. Their last concert was
broadcast on MPBN TV April 7 under
the title "Golden Strings. "
-11-1\40MS & GRADS41Seguinos Restaurant presents special hour'for all the Moms and Grads • I
GRADUATION
DAY
Saturday, May 12
12 noon to 10 pm
MOTHER'S
DAY
Sunday, May 13
3 pm to 10 pm
735 Main Street, Bangor
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Hubble space telescope launched
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
Seven years late; the Hubble Space
Telescope is where it belongs, out of this
-world and in search of others so distant
that they may have been formed at the
beginning of time.
Less than five hours after it rode into
space aboard the shuttle Discovery on
Tuesday, the $1.5 billion telescope sent
its first test radio signal. At the sign of
life,' applause and cheers erupted in Mis-
sion Control in Houston.
"As near as we can tell, everything
looks perfect," said astronaut Steve
Hawley from the shuttle. Hawley's job
on Wednesday will be to drop the
telescope overboard for a I5-year stay
in space.
Discovery, trailing an arc of white
smoke into a brilliant blue sky, carried
the silver-colored telescope to an orbit
380 miles above Earth -- higher by 70
miles than any previous shuttle. There
the Hubble will stay to search for yet --
unseen wonders of creation_ with in-
Bush can
stop eye
drops
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Two promi-
-tient eye doctbrs Lolifii nted-W_edirtesday
that President Bush has a mild form of
glaucoma, but said he can discontinue
using prescription eye drops.
"Extensive testing of the eye, in-
cluding detailed photographs, once
again revealed no abnormalities and no
visual loss," said Dr. Burto'n Lee, the
White House physician. "It was decid-
ed to stop the Betagan eye drops and
follow him closely for now, on no treat-
ment."
Other physicians earlier prescribed the
drops every 12 hours and said Bush
would have to use them for the rest of
his life.
Stephen Hart, deputy White House
press secretary, said the decision to take
Bush off the medication was "simply a.. 
differenceof opinion" with the other
doctors.
"There is no progression or regres-
sion" in the glaucoma, Hart said.
"There is no change in his eyes."
Bush flew by helicopter to Bethesda
Naval Hospital in nearby suburban
Maryland for the checkup by Dr.
Richard Brubaker of the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn., and Dr. Harry
Quigley of Johns Hopkins Hospital in
Baltimore.
Both physicians are experts on
glaucoma.
The president spent about an hour in
the hospital. Wearing dark glasses as he
left, he flashed a thumbs-up sign to
reporters as he was driven past in his
limousine.
During Bush's annual checkup April
12, physicians found the president has
an early stage of glaucoma. If untreated,
glaucoma can lead to a gradual impair-
ment of sight that can result in
blindness.
Lee said earlier Wednesday that
"there are no problems with the presi-
dent's vision. His vision remains ex-
cellent. But I feel that it is prudent to
have outside experts assess the treatment
strategy."
struments that can look 14 billion years
backward in time.
"Our window on the universe!"
NASA launch commentator- George
Diller exulted as the Discovery rose off
its seaside launch pad.
"It's a beautiful day to have Hubble
Space Telescope in orbit instead of here
on Earth like it's been for so many
years,'' said NASA administrator
Richard Truly., "Hubble's in its element
and I'm delighted."
The telescope was supposed to be
launched in 1983, but technical pro-
blems and the Challenger accident
delayed its deployment. It suffered a
further detay two-weeks-ago-when the
countdown was stopped at the four-
minute-to-go point because of- a faulty
hydraulic unit on the shuttle.
While it remained on Earth, the
telescope cost $7 million a month to ex-
ercise and keep in readiness. In its first
day in space, that checkout and testing
continued remotely under control of the
Goddard Space Flight Center in
Maryland.
On hand to watch the Discovery laun-
ching was a contingent of scientists who
have hailed the Hubble as the greatest
advance in astronomy since Galileo rais-
ed a small telescope to his eyes nearly
400 years ago.
Truly referred to the early-day
astronomer when he was asked about
the long delays in getting the telescope
to it working station.
"Somebody the other day said, 'Who
remembers the day that Galileo picked
up Nis telescope to look at the stars?"
said Truly, a former shuttle astronaut.
"It doesn't matter what day we
launch Hubble, it matters that we do it
right."
The telescope is 43 feet long and 14
feet in diameter, about the size of a
railroad tank car. When it flies free, it
will receive electrical power for its six
scientific instruments from two wing-
like solar arrays that extend outward on
each side.
It is named after the late astronomer
Edwin P. Hubble, who theorized is, the
faster it is traveling. That gave support
to the theory that a massive explosion
-- The Big Bang -- created the universe
10 to 20 billion years ago.
The Hubble is expected to help pro-
vide the answer to two major questions:
How old is the universe?
How big is it?
The telescope has two mirrors, one
94.5 inches in diameter, the other 12 in-
ches. Two of the instruments are
cameras, two are spectrometers and one
is a photometer. In addition, the fine
pointing system acts as a sixth instru-
ment by providing precise measurement
of distances.
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West
Germany
to share
wealth
EAST BERLIN (AP) -- West Ger-
many agreed earlier this week to give
East Germans a bigger share of Western
wealth as their struggling nation is merg-
ed with its rich neighbor.
The 1-1 rate would apply to wages
and pensions and to savings accounts of
up to 4,000 marks ($2,300), said Dieter
Vogel, spokesman for West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl.
The East German government had
demanded the 1-1 rate to protect
workers from higer living costs in a
unified Germany and the loss of huge
subsidies atat existed in the former
socialist system.
East German political factions ap-
plauded the wage concession but criticiz-
ed the limit on savings accounts.
Kohl made the proposal the day
before he was to meet with East German
Prime Minister Lothar de Maiziere in
Bonn to discuss their differences over
reunification.
It came amid reports that the number
of East Germans fleeing their crumbl-
ing economy for West Germany is con-
tinuing at a rate-of more than 4,000 a
week.
Under the West German economic
proposal, announced after Kohl met
with his Cabinet, personal savings of
more than 4,000 marks would be trad-
ed at a 2-1 rate.
East German private and corporate
debts also would be converted at a 2-1
rate, Vogel said.
The West German government's pro-
posal is an "important contribution" to
ending the disagreements between the
nations, East German government
spokesman Mathias Gehler said.
But Wolfgang Ullman, vice president
of Parliament, said: "If this is the final
decision, there should be sharp protest
because a large part of savings will not
be considered here."
Both governments say they will merge
their economies completely on July 1 as
a prelude to full unification, expected
next year.
The East German mark is officially
valued at 3-1 against the West German
mark but is worth almost nothing out-
side East Germany.
West Germany's cetnral bank had
proposed a 2-1 swap, saying a 1-1 ex-
change would dilute the value of the
West German mark and possibly cause
high inflation and rising interest rates.,
But Vogel said the government-run
Bundesbank "has fully accepted that
this is a decision made by the federal
government."
"The Bundesbank has also accepted
that the economically prettiest solution
cannot always be taken," he said.
But prices on the Frankfurt Stock Ex-
change plunged 2.5 percent after the an-
nouncement, their steepest decline since
January.
Social Democrat Oskar Lafontaine,
Kohl's likely opponent, on Monday ac-
cused the chancellor of caving in to
pressure from the East Germans.
But the left-leaning East German
Social Democrats, who are allied with
their Western namesakes, called the
wage exchange "a step in the iight diiec-
tion. "
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Right to
life runs
visible
campaigns
WASHINGTON (AP) — Conven-
tional wisdom says 1990 is not a good
year to run for office as an anti-abortion'
candidate, but don't tell that to the Na-
tional Right to Life Committee.
The group is running high-profile
campaigns for a number of candidates
despite defections by former supporters,
polls that show most voters are pro-
choice and the possibility its efforts may
galvanize the opposition.
The committee is getting a wary
_welcome from some pro-life candidates
who fear they may alienate voters if they
emphasize their opposition to abortion.
Florida GOV. Bob Marinez, who call-
ed a special legislative session on abor-
tion but failed to push through a single
anti-aborting bill, was honored last week
at a Right to Life rally attended by
10,000 abortion opponents.
The governor's pollster, David B. Hill,
said the group "just happened to be
meeting in Tallahassee.. .He would not
have taken the whole day (to see them)
if it had been in Miami. This is not a
priority."
When - Right to Life scheduled
newspaper and radio ads earler this year
for Penny Pullen, an ardent anti-
abortion veteran in the Illinois
legislature, she asked that they be
canceled,,
"She didn't want to be perceived as
a single-issue candidate," said Sandra
Faucher, director of Right to Life's
political aciton committee. Pullen lost
the GOP primary by 31 yotes and awaits
a recount.
It's unclear whether Pullen's race
demonstrates the folly of rejecting one'
anti-abotion allies, as Faucher claims.
But it does illustrate the ambivalence the
right-to-life movement is up against at
the same time the National Abortion
Rights Action League is ,asking in sud-
den popularity.
"We used to have to slip in throught
the back door," said NARAL ex-
ecutive director Kate Michelman. "Now
candidates are coming to us and we can't
be in all the places we want to be."
Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, returned "-
a $10,000 contribution from NARAL in
19114.
This year he's gone out of his way to
contrast his pro-choice views with the
strict anti-abortion stand held by his op-
ponent, GOP Rep. Tom Taukc.
NARAL is spending thousands of
dollars on an independent campaign
against Tauke, with no discouragement
from Harkin.
Pro-coice candidates have been put-
ting more emphasis on their support for
abortion rights since the Supreme Court
last year gave states more authority to
restrict abortion. The ruling energized
pro-choice voters and gave them a few
electoral victories, putting some muscle
_behind polls showing a majority of
Americans appear to support. The com-
mittee is stressing opposition to
taxpayer-funded, sex-selection and late
term abortions, and pushing parental
notification requirements.
"You have to deal with what is possi-
ble legislatively," Faucher said. "Roe
vs. Wade has not been overturned. You
cannot ban abortions anywhere."
The pro-choice side sees this as
backpedaling. "They've retreated,"
said Harrison Hickman, who does poll-
ing for NARAL.
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Editorial
Easy as a turn
of the head
1-3 resident Bush claims he needs no defense against
those who criticize his policy of inaction towards
Soviet agression in Lithuania. The Soviets are
tightening the squeeze on the small republic, the
pressure has now built to a point nearing strangulation.
Lithuanians find themsleves at the mercy of mother
Russia. They can find no way to circumvent economic
and resource depletion strategies being waged against
them. Three of four petroleum lines into Lithuiania
have been shut off. Cutting off of oil, the lifegiver to
industry, is the most severe in the long list of-strong
arm tactics utilized by the Soviet Union.
Bush's inaction in the matter has raised the eyebrows
of some in Congress. Among them is Democratic ma-
jority leader, Sen. George Mitchell of Maine, who pro-
mpted Bush to "express disapproval and deter further
actions" of aggression against Lithuania.
Parallels can be drawn between this matter and the
Tianenmen confrontation. All the more alarming is the
lack of response from the White House. Bush has
choosen not to risk angering Gorbachev the same way
he resisted slapping Chairman Deng's hand.
Complaints of inaction against the niassacre of
Chinese students, the incident now fully a year old, still
haunt the Bush administration. Bush, eager to shed the
image, chose Panama as a vehicle to vent frustration
over being emasculated.
Popularity for the heavy-handed removal of Noriega
did, wonders for the newly cultivated macho image of
George Bush. However, this fragile image is again under
attack.
The U.S. never acknowledged the right of the Soviet
Union's collection and annexation of Lithuania in 1940.
Why should it now turn the other way when Lithuania
mounts a drive to secede from Russia?
Is it easier to ignore the pleas of a state struggling for
independence and the right to democratize than for
Bush to issue a small quote expressing disapproval?
At the moment the answer is yes.
The Maine
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A time for thanks
WARNING: This is not a
column dealing with campus
issues, current world problems
or the musings of a man with
time on his hands. This is a
thank you note to a few in-
dividuals I've had the pleasure
to encounter on my way to a
degree. The comments are my
own and you might disagree
with what I say, but that's your
right. Either way it's my col-
umn so I'll write what I want.
If I haven't lost you yet, I'll
strive to keep this shorter than
the average Academy Award's
acceptance speech, but there are
some people I must thank and
to do so might take a few lines.
If I still haven't lost you, let's
begin. '
To all the folks over at
Neville Hall who took the time
and energy to share their
knowledge of English with me.
In particular I would like to
thank three women to whom I
owe the greatest of debts. They
are:
Jane Morse, a classy lady
with a very big heart and
endless patience.
Thank you for the early
guidance, and for setting me on
course in the world of writing
fiction. A special thanks for.
pointing me in the direction of
directed writing.
Constance Hunting, a
woman for whom I have
endless praise. I thank you for
the hours devoted to editing the
scribblings of a fool, and for
showing me, through the mark-
ings of your magical red pen -
whose wrath 1 could never
escape- the art of writing. It is
rare that a student encounters
an individual with the ability to
make an impact on their lives,
but you have, and in a very
positive way. Again, thank
you.
And Elaine Ford, whose
Galen Perry
novels Ivory Bright and
Monkey Bay occupy space on
my bookshelf at home, and
whose writing ability I have
tremendous respect for.
Thanks for sharing a writers
insight and for making space in
505 for an undergrad looking
for a place to learn.
Thanks also to Welch Ever-
man, Sanford Phippen, and
last but not least, T. Jeff Evans
who put up with me more than
he probably should have had
to.
Thanks all.
Many thanks are due also to
the folks over at Lord Hall in
the JMC department as well.
JMC was my home away from
home for the past few years.
First and foremost to the two
greatest secretaries on this cam-
pus:
Sue Rocha and Arlene Slade.
If you doubt my word, you
need but ask any JMC major
on this campus who has ever
had a problem with courses or
registering.
Thank you for the help in
sorting through all the excess
baggage known as bureaucracy,
and for putting up with me over
the last four years.
Thanks also to Alan, Ginny,
Kathy, Steve and Stuart. You
have been a great group ot in-
dividuals and a great help.
Thanks also to the crew in
the basement of Lord Hall,
those wonderful folks who are
the Maine Campus. I won't
name names here because the
list is long and I'd probably of-
fend someone by leaving them
off. I will say, however, that I
doubt there is an organization
on this campus where the
dedication is as strong and the
sense of humor as great.
It has been a true pleasure
working with all iz!if you. Good
luck.
Thanks to Corinne for selling
ice cream on hot summer days.
And finally, I would like to
thank Art Guesman.
You have put up with a great
deal from me over the years and
for that I am truly grateful. I
owe you a debt of thanks for
getting me through this place
with my sanity in tact, for put-
ting up with me as a student,
and as an advisee, for hearing
the gripes of a distressed _in-
dividual near finals week and
for putting up with this
undergrad in general.
I thank you for being the best
golf coach a college golfer
could ask for, and for accepting
with grace all those scores I
posted that would have made
me a genius were they my IQ.
Thank you for giving me a job
and for allowing me the oppor-
tunity to see what it's like from
the professor's point of view.
Never again will I think you
folks have it easy.
But most of all I would like
to thank you for your friend-
ship. It is this I will remember
most when I look back on the
time I have spent at this
University.
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Feast to famine
To the editor:
When I first attended the
University in the fall of '88, it
was a time of plenty. Money
was flush for campus wide pro-
gress. Not even two years past
it seems that Mommy and Dad-
dy have lost their jobs and we
U. Maine kids are told to take
another notch in the ol' belt or
risk more programs being haul-
ed off for mutilation.
lmagewriter paper, transpor-
tation to student teaching sites
and even the Cutler condom
fishbowls are memories of bet-
ter times.. .(days before the
'Education President" took
oath.) Now I am not so naive
to think that cuts don't have to
be made. We can't spend
revenues that an economically
repressed state just won't
generate. But how are students
supposed to adjust from feast
to famine?
It is my experience that
change is most readily accepted
by those who dictate it. Had
anyone considered making the
student (remember us, the folk
this university was created for?)
an active creator afthe budget
reduction? This time of need
gives us an excellent opportuni-
Prejudice lives
To the editor:
I'm writing this letter because 
I think it's sad the way the
University of Maine carnpus
seems to be divided by
homosexual people vs.
heterosexual people.
I've heard heterosexuals state
they're sick of having it
(homosexuality) shoved down
their throat and gays and les-
bians are tired of all the pre-
judice. I was one of the people
who said "live and let live as
long as noone gets hurt." I
realize now the statement is
unrealistic in our society.
Prejudice exists not only
against homosexuals but also
against heterosexuals. There's
an assumption on campus that
if you're 37, female, indepen-
dent, dress casual, wear no.
makeup and have no male com-
panion, you're lesbian. I've
been sterotyped.
I'm 37 years old, recently
divorced and have an 18 year
old daughter. I dress casual for
comfort (I suffer from a joint
disease) and 1 don't wear
makeup because 1 have very
sensitive skin. I have no male
companion because as most
students have learned by now,
men in my age group are scarce
and I have almost given up on
the idea.
I have been harrassed by les-
bians, made fun of (because of
my ignorance of their lifestyle)
and rejected because of my
heterosexuality. An association
with a lesbian conduces to the
assumption I'm lesbian or hate
men. Both are untruths that
have caused rejection from
some heterosexual people. I am
hurt and angered by this. I want
to be perceived as a strong car-
ing WOMAN who is a role
model for her daughter, not as
straight or a lesbian.
Roxanne E. Martin
student
Dexter, ME
ty to look at effective changes
in curriculum. This could be an
opportunity for students to
share with administration what
is working in the department
and what could be safely con-
solidated or cut completely.
No budget cut is easy to ac-
cept at any level. But instead of
waiting for rumors to spill out
of -closed doors meetings,
students could be learning real
life lessons deciding the fate of
our programs.
Lucie A. Belanger
Aroostook Hall
Passive
resistance
strategy
To the editor:
We have suggestions for ef-
fective passive resistance. It is
a technique perfected 2 years
ago in the halls of Somerset.
This technique is none other
than Peaceful Protest Through
The Use Of Snot Rags, or more
commonly known as
PPTTUOSR.
Picture this method of
resistance put into effect on a
large scale: a mound of
snotrags at Sen. George Mit-
chell's door in downtown
Bangor to protest the United
States' giving of outrageous
sums of money towards the ex-
ploitation of the El Salvadorian
people; or perhaps the Right to
Lifers could implement this
technique and do away with ex-
plosivs to protest abortion
clinics. 
-
For those of you who are
doubters, let me point out that
facial tissues are biodegradable-
unlike those nasty explosives.
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An exceptional
teacher
To the editor:
I am attending this universi-
ty to be trained in a field of my
choice for future employment.
In order to recieve a degree, the
university demands that I
satisfactorily complete a basic
core of required classes. One of
I feel qualified to judge his
teaching ability because I have
also "been taught" by a prized
researcher for a required, in-
troductory level Microbiology
class. This professor talked in
circles and when I went for help
with the material, I felt belittl-
ed. I ended up dropping the
these required classes -in BIO course and changing my major
- 100. because I could not see any way
-• I am a non-traditional stu- _ that I could pas.s, the course.
dent returning to college after
almost twenty years. I had the
privilege of being taught BIO
100 by Dr. Ben Liles. If the
university is going to require in-
troductory level courses of
students, it is the university's
responsibility to provide in-
structors that have the ability to
communicate concepts clearly
and care about the learning pro-
cess of their students, despite
their aptitude for the subject.
Dr. Liles is one of these excep-
tional teachers.
I am paying tuition to
LEARN and taxes to support
this university. If introductory
level classes are going to be re-
quired then maintain professors
that can TEACH. Let your
RESEARCHERS direct their
efforts to the upper level classes.
Most likely, both professors and
students will be happier with
this arrangement.
Robin Newcomb
Also, this form of protest is
both quick and effective. We all
know how busy protesters can
get. With PPTTUOSR you can
just drop and go-no wasting
time sitting around or getting
arrested.
We feel this is the only civiliz-
ed alternative.
C. Kast
H. Tims
and Jay Jay
Old Town
Loss of political innocence
•
As we-finish celebrating the
twentieth anniversary of Earth
Day, we must not forget the
twentieth anniversary of
another series of events that
fateful spring.
On April 30, 1970, the
United States invaded Cam-
bodia. President Richard Nix-
on announced the invasion on
TV, saying that the U.S. would
not act like a "pitiful, helpless
giant." He spoke, as he
always did, of the need to save
America's credibility, and
displayed charts and maps
pointing out supposed North
Vietnamese sanctuaries that
never were found. Before the
invasion, Cambodia had been a
By Steven E. Barkan
virtual paradise, a rare marvel
of nature from an age that has
too swiftly passed us by. Nix-
on changed all that, turning
Cambodia into a wasteland.
On May 4, 1970, four
r students at Kent State Univer-
sity in Ohio were killed by Na-
tional Guard troops. Several
others were wounded, one
paralyzed for life. I was a first-
year college student then and
will never forget the shock and
numbness my friends and I felt
upon hearing the news. Many
of us still remember a picture
that appeared in newspapers
and magazines across the coun-
try of a young woman scream-
ing helplessly while bent over
the bleeding body done of the
Kent State dead.
A few days later two more
students were shot to death at
Jackson State University in
Mississippi, as police sprayed
their dormitory with bullets. i
heard a radio recording that I
will hear forever, of 30 seconds
of bullets bursting into the
dorm. Each second seemed
much more than that; the whole
world was out of its mind.
My campus, as well as many
others in the nation, went on
strike that week. Hundreds of
students at my school went to
workshops and teach-ins in-
stead of classes, and gathered
thousands of signatures on peti-
tions protesting the war. It was
an incredible week of shared
grief and commitment and
struggle that we'll always
remember.
It is fashionable in some
circles these days to label the
Sixties and early Seventies as
the "crazy hippie" era, and to
denounce as excess and ex-
tremism the radicalism of what
was called the "New Left."
In this view, the protests of the
Sixties were misguided and
destructive to the fabric of our
nation.
This is revisionist history. As
I mark the anniversary of the
Cambodian invasion and the
Kent and Jackson State killings,
I have a different view. In this
view, the Sixties and early
Seventies were a period when
our government lied to us to
further a policy of slaughter
and destruction in Southeast
Asia. They were a time when
hundreds of thouands of
Southeast Asians and
Americans died because of
those lies, and when committed
citizens felt it necessary to op-
pose their government, driving
a President, Lyndon Johnson,
from office. And they were a
time when I, at least, lost my
_political innocence and belief in
the American Dream, and saw
my country for the nightmare
it had become.
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Students eating lunch at the Maine
Day Barbeque (above).
Anxious participants await the
judges' winning decisions during
the Teddy Bear Competition
(right).
Fireworks over 4/ens Hall (far
right).
1,
11%
Photos by Jobs Baer and Scott LeClair
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President Dale Lick and Vice
President John Halstead go head-
to-head during a game of oozeball
(top left to right).
(Left to right) Yvette Robertson, Sally Baughman,
and Tracey Howe represent Hannibal Hamlin Hall,
in the Maine Day activities.
Tau Epsilon Phi brothers paint the fence at the end
of Rangeley Road (above left).
Two Somerset Hall residents help pick up during
Maine Day (above).
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Extended hours at the
LEiR Dth:1
Thursday night, May 3
open until 12:30 a.m.
Starting Finals Week,
May 6 to May 10,
open until 2:00 a.m.
Coffee and snacks will be available.
Congratulations to the
New Sisters of
Phi Mu
Debbie Audibert Ellen Perry
Shanie Bartlett Jill Petrie
Jen Bishop Angie Plummer
Kim Blanshaft Melanie Poulin
Elizabeth Chase Tricia Rhodes
Michelle Giroux Jessica Smith
Tammy Hardy Melodie Vanasse
Stephanie Jones Kris Werden
Michele Kennedy
Gun referendum
aims at child safety
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) --
Portland Police Chief Michael Chit-
wood on Wednesday opened his cam-
paign for a 1991 referendum question
aimed at keeping guns out of the hands
of children.
The proposed ballot question and ac-
companying statute were submitted to
the Secretary of State's Office on
Wednesday by Chitwood and Deputy
Chief John Brennan of the Portland
police.
The Sportman's Alliance of Maine, av
statewide lobbying group for gun
owners, immediately attacked the plan
as a waste of time and money.
"If the goal is to create greater
awareness about children and gun safe-
ty, then much more can be done through
an active'safety campaign than through
a political show," said the Alliance's
Stephen Duren.
Chitwood vowed to press for the
referendum after lawmakers had failed
to enact such legislation this session.
the books and the proposed child-safety
gun law. .
The welfare law requires a person to
act in a knowing manner; for example,
to knowingly furnish a child with a gun.
Under the proposed child-safety gun
iaw, an adult could be prosecuted for ac-
,,hing recklessly by ignoring the risk that
a child might obtain a gun that is im-
properly stored, for example, in an
unlocked drawer or on a shelf, she said.
Chitwood and those who agree with
him believe that if more reckless gun
owners were held accountable, more gun
handlers would lock up their guns and
keep guns and ammunition separate and
inaccessible to children.
"A law like this would raise
awareness as other child-safety laws
have done in the past," Chitwood
said, citing laws that govern seatbelt use,
access to large, abandoned containers
such as refrigerators, and the fencing in
of swimming pools,
"Those laws have decreased child in-
"A law like this would raise awareness as other child-safety
laws have done in the past."
He said the shooting deaths of six
Maine children since the summer of
1988 motivated him to seek greater pro-
tection for children. The six victims were
shot and killed by other children in non-
hunting situations.
The referendum question being con-
sidered by the secretary of state asks:
"Do you favor legislation that would
hold an adult responsible if a child gains
unsupervised access to an improperly
stored firearm?".
Passage of the question would
establish a law making it illegal for a
person to recklessly store or leave a gun
without securing it in some manner that
would prevent children under 16 years
of age from obtaining unsupervised ac-
cess to it.
A gun could be considered secured if
it was kept in a locked box or protected
by a trigger lock, says the proposed law,
winch carries maximum penalties of up
to $1,000 and a year in jail.
Opponents of the plan argue that a _
similar law, which prohibits endanger-
ing the welfare of a child, adequately_
covers the issue without adding new
laws.
But there is a significant difference
between the child welfare law now on
jury and child deaths," he said. To go
on the November 1991 ballot, the
referendum question must be approved
by the secretary of state and about
50,000 registered voters must sign a sup-
porting petition, to be submitted to the
state no later than Jan. 24, 1991
Chitwood sayshe still may submit a
second referendum question for con-
sideration which, if passed, would man-
date a seven-day waiting period on all
gun purchases. That period would give
police time to check a buyer's criminal
and mental health history.
The Sportsman's Alliance of Maine
and House Speaker John L. Martin, a
leading supporter of gurowners' rights,
have long accused Chitwood of wanting
to restrict the private ownership of gung.
The alliance believes that reaching
people through gun safety education
programs is preferable to enacting laws
to punish what it berieves are a few
negligent gun owners.
Chitwood counters that the child-
safety proposal has nothing to do with
gun control and points to language in
the act that acknowledges the right of
Maine residents to keep guns for hun-
ting, sport and the "defense of self,
f‘ulily, home and business."
.\.c WOMEN'S
M
UMAINE WOMEN INTERESTED IN PLAYING
VARSITY TENNIS IN THE FALL 1990,
CAN MEET WITH THE TEAM CAPTAINS
AND COACH AT THE DEXTER LOUNGE
MONDAY, APRIL 30, FROM 2-4:00 P.M.
OR CONTACT BRUCE JENSEN, 363
AUBERT HALL (581-1177)
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Wellness program to serve men
By Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
A wellness program designed to ad-
dress the emotional, physical and
spiritual health concerns of men is in the
planning stages at Cutler Health Center,
officials said Wednesday.
The purpose of the program is "to
create a safe place for men to explore
issues that are important to them,"
said Dr. Jackson, director of Student
Health Services.
Jackson said physical exams, sexuali-
ty education, treatment of sexually
transmitted diseases and nutrition
counseling are among the services that
can be provided. Additionally, male ag-
ing and identity concerns can be
addressed.
In an effort to design a program that
best meets the needs of men on campus,
Cutler staff members have conducted
two open forums to receive student in-
put. A third forum will be held from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. today in the
Memorial Union's Bangor Lounge.
While Jackson described attendance
at the first two meetings as poor, he said
the feedback he has gotten is very good.
"Obviously we need to educate men
about personal hygiene and STD's and
issues like that," Jackson said. "We
also need (to address) emotional and
spiritual issues."
Programming on male relationships,
men needing to be more responsive, open
and trusting, and expression of male to
male affection are also being considered.
Wellness programs encourage skilled
development and anticipate guidance,
Jackson said. This involves dealing with
issues, like STD's, before they actually
happen.
Jackson said the program may be held
at sites other than Cutler. One sugges-
tion has been to hold programming in
private dining rooms across the campus.
Another possibility is to incorporate
peer groups into the program as a way
to encourage participation.
"Through the Men's Wellness Pro-
gram, confidential counseling also can
be provided to address men's concerns
with abuse, spirituality, communication
and other issues traditionally taboo in
the male community," Jackson said.
Hoping that the program will
stimulate other events, Jackson said he
would be willing to provide funding for
such activity.
While the program will address such
male issues as testicular cancer and pro-
state exams, it is less gender specific than
the Women's Health Services currently
provided at Cutler, he said.
"(The Men's Wellness Program) is not
growing out of Women's Health Ser-
vices," Jackson said. "It's a separate
program. Men have very different needs
from women."
Jackson said he hopes to have the pro-
gram ready by Oct. 1.
Date for German unification named
BONN, West Germany (AP) --
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and East Ger-
man Prime Minister Lothar de Maiziere
earlier this week named July 2 as the day
for economic and social union of the
two Germanys, a West German
spokesman said.
Union in those areas will bring the
divided nation a long way toward full
unification after more than four decades
of separation following the horror of the
Nazi dictatorship and defeat in World
War II.
The issue of political union, or
holding an election to form a single
government, remains to be worked out.
Secretary of State James A. Baker Ill
and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze, joined by their colleagues
from Britain, France ind the two Ger-
man states, are scheduled to meet in
Bonn on May 5. They will try to resolve
difficult international aspects of unifica-
tion, including Germany's future
military stance.
While early July has frequently been
mentioned as. a goal for economic,
monetary and social union meaning
the coordination of social benefits, such
as unemployment and old age pensions
--Tuesday's statement was the first con-
firmation of a specific target date.
Delegations from both Germanys are
to meet in East Berlin on Wednesday to
negotiate over how to best introduce the
power-house West German mark into
East Germany's battered economy.
The basis of the talks will be Bonn's
proposal for monetary union, which
calls for a basic 1-1 exchange rate of
East German marks for West marks for
wages, salaries and pensions in East
Germany.
The announcements made by West
German government spokesman Dieter
Vogel, followed three hours of private
talks between Hohl and de Maiziere. De
Maiziere was visiting Bonn for the first
time as East Germany's prime minister.
Vogel said Kohl and de Maiziere
spoke in a friendly atmosphere.
De Maiziere, talking to reporters after
the meeting was asked whether he had
accepted the West German govern-
ment's latest proposal for monetary
union.
"There was nothing for me to accept.
The chancellor presented the govern-
ment's suggestions, and we'll negotiate
about them, " de Maiziere said.
He said hammering out a monetary
union would require "many talks and
negotiations."
The West German monetary union
proposal, announced Monday,
represented a surprising concession to
East German demands. East Germans
had feared that the exchange rate would
be one West German mark for two East
German marks—
'a rate that was initially proposed by
West Germany's central bank.
The 1-1 rate will be limited, however,
in the case of savings to $2,300 per per-
son. This angered East Germans.
Initial steps also were taken Tuesday
toward a political union between the two
countries. Kohl assigned a working
group to put together a proposal for
Government to close down
more than 30 naval bases
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Navy
is considering shutting down 34
military installations, including naval
home ports in New York, Alabama,
Mississippi, Texas and Washington
that are under construction.
Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo.,
produced the tree-page list Tuesday
during questioning of Navy officials
by two House Armed Services
subcommittees.
Vice Admin. Stanley R. Arthur
identified the list as candidates for
closures ans realignment drafted by
Navy officials.
A Navy spokesman said the com-
pilation is an informal list that is part
of the early stages of the service's
review of all shore establishments.
The review is expected to be com-
pleted in July or August.
"Appearance of a facility.. .in no
way indicates it's on some hit list,"
said Lt. Cmdr. Craig Quigley.
The list is certain to create a furor
in Congress where lawmakers reacted
angrily in January to Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney's plan to close
or scale back more than 72 domestic
facilities and 14 overseas
installations.
Members of Congress, including
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis. and chair-
man of the House Armed Services
Committee, criticized Cheney's list as
partisan for singling out bases in
Democratic districts.
(see NAVY page 15)
conducting the first all-German elec-
tions, government spokesman Hans
Kein announced.
The group will include representatives
from all parties in the coalition -- the
conservative Christian Democratic
Union, the Christian Social Union and
the centrist Free Democrat Party.
Kohl's conservative Christian
Democratic Union favors holding the
first all-German elections at the end af
1991, after the West Germany's national
elections in December 1990.
The Free Democrats, however, want
an all-German election in early 1991,
skipping the West German national elec-
tions this year.
In another development, East Ger-
man Foreign Minister Markus Meckel
arrived in Bonn for a meeting with his
West German counterpart, Hans-
Dietrich Genscher.
The talks focused oiLthe merging ot
Germany within the nmework of a
united Europe and the so-called "two
plus four" talks on May 5 between the
two Germanys, the United States, the
Soviet Union, Britain and France.
One of the main stumbling blocks is
the military status of a united Germany.
The United States has insisted that
Germany be a member of NATO, while
the Soviets have demanded that a united
Germany be neutral.
SEM IL
PEES NALS
So you're never going to see half of these
people again. Ask yourself. Do you really care_
OF COURSE YOU DO! 
The SENIOR PERSONAL PAGE
is your chance to:
-tell your roommate(s) how much you've enjoyed
their companionship through the year(s).
-bid farewell to all your friends who opted for the
5 (6?) year plan.
50 cents per line
Deadline: Wed. May 2 of 5:00 pm.
Please bring your personals to the Maine Campus
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National monuments crumbling
WASHINGTON (AP) - Two of
Washington's most famous landmarks,
the Lincoln and Jefferson memorials,
are slowly crumbling under the ravaging
effects of water seepage, air pollution,
littering tourists and a pesky little bug
called the midge, experts say.
Private consultants hired by the Na-
tional Park Service say the most glaring
problem was found at the 68year-old
Lincoln Memorial, where dripping rain-
water has caused deterioration of huge
concrete slabs that support a broad cob-
blestone walkway and the grassy terrace
surrounding the building.
At the Jefferson Memorial, completed
in 1943, cracks have been detected in the
concrete shell of the inner dome. Of-
ficials also are worried that the main
plaza and marble steps may be sliding
gradually into the waters of the Tidal
Basin.
The Park Service said none of the pto-
blems is serious enough to require im-
mediate attention or pose a safety
hazard to visitors.
"Both memorials are in excellent
shape overall, and we want to assure they
stay that way," said assistant Park
Service superintendent Vikki McGraw.
"There is absolutely no danger to the
public. "
Said Rebecca Stevens, historical ar-
chitect for the Park Service's national
capital region: "At this point, I'm sure
they'd be standing for another 200 years
even if we did nothing."
Nevertheless, the team of outside ar-
said in a report issued after a year-long
inspection. They were referring to the
Lincoln Memorial, but used nearly iden-
tical terms to describe the Jefferson
Memorial. "If steps are not taken im-
mediately to. ..determine a specific
course of action, naturewill continue to
destroy this memorial, " they said.
"The increasingly toxic effects of nature have begun to
erode this totally exposed monument. If steps are not taken
immediately to determine a specific course of action, nature
will continue to destroy this memorial."
-
From a report on the deterioration of the
Lincoln and Jefferson memorials
chitects and structural engineers com-
missioned to make an exhaustive, $2
million study of both monuments con-
cluded that repairs must begin in the
next few years.
"The increasingly toxic effects of
nature have begun to erode this totaDy
exposed monument," the consultants
"Very serious structural problems exist
right now."
Park Service officials say they hope to
award a major repair contract in 1993
after further tests. The consultants
estimated total costs at $12 million.
This week officials started an ex-
perimental one-hour delay in nighttime
lighting of the Lincoln Memorial in an
attempt to discourage a messy infesta-
tion of midges, small winged insects that
breed in the muddy flats of the nearby
Potomac River.
Swarming into the air at dusk for
mating, the midges are attracted by the
memorial's lights and smash into its
limestone and marble walls, splattering
them with egg masses. The protein re-
mains of the midges attract spiders,
which in turn lure sparrows and starlings
to the scene.
As a result, Park Service crews must
give the great marble statue of Abraham
Lincoln and adjacent walls and floors a
daily scrubbing.
"If we can solve the midge problem,
we probably will go a long way to solv-
ing the bird problem," said Ms.
Stevens.
The Park Service also has installed
four electronic stnsors in the dome of
the Jefferson Memorial to make hourly
measurements of the cracks in its con-
crete shell. The signals are radioed to a
computer in Texas to help scientists
determine whether the cracks are a
symptom of the dome's instability or a
natural response to structural stresses.
,Backscatter radar system operational
BANGOR, Maine (AP) - The Air
Force on Tuesday took possession of a
radar system that will enable it to peek
over the Earth's horizorr to spot enemy
aircraft and drug-smuggling planes, giv-
ing the military extra hours to respond
to potential threats.
The $680 million Backscatter system
based in the outskirts of this central
Maine city gives the Air Force eyes over
a semi-circular, 4.5 million swath across
the Atlantic from Greenland to Cuba
The Maine system is the first of four
that will eventually form an early war-
ning shield around most of North
America's perimeter. Its range of up to
1,800 miles is nearly 10 times greater
than that of conventional radar.
While the over-the-horizon system
was designed primarily to give the Air
Force more time to spot enemy
bombers, it will also be useful in detec-
ting small planes carrying illegal nar-
cotics, Col. John 0. Lenz, the ),stem's
Reserve a Quiet Room in Private Home
for college year 90-91 Within two
— minute walk to university.  
References required Ttl: 866-2816,
I Heated 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments located within
walking distance to University
Telephone 866-2816.
VICTOR
MARKETING
CORPORATION
SUMMER URI- AK P()1 I IONS
program director, said after the Air
Force took possession of the Bangor
operation center from General Electric
Co.
Enemy cruise missiles, however,
would be "a very difficult target...
perhaps the most difficult target for this
type of radar," said Lenz.
By being able to detect enemy aircraft
farther away, the Air Force gets as long
as 3 1-2 hours to respond to a threat of
an attack, compared to perhaps only a
few minutes with conventional radar
systems, Air Force officials said.
The military's policy of massive
retaliation in the event of a nuclear at-
tack depends upon an adequeate early-
warning system, said Maj. Gen. Eric B.
Nelson.
E K cAMPUS
Ti
ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE
• NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
• INTERVIEW NOW • BEGIN AFTER EXAMS
• GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME
• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
• INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER
• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY
• DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW
R EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION
PORTLAND/SOUT-HERN MAINE 207-773-223
BO', TON ,r4 617-449-4362 IOW I ELD,PIORTM SHORE AREAS 617-216-53011
NASHUA I lball NA. AREAS 603-891-1545 SOUTHEAST PASS. AREA 506-947-1006
WORCESTER COUNTY 5013-852-1680 SOUTH SHORt/PlYMOUTH. MA. 617-437-88
55
;THOM min AREA 104 -966-0150 PooTsmNITH. 4 H./NEWITURYPORT 603-964-899/
"It is vital to be prepared ... and be
able to deter an attack on the North
American continent," said Nelson,
whose signature Tuesday on a document
gave the Air Force control of the system.
Ironically, the Air Force plans to hire
private contractors to run the operations
center by mid-1992, although the most
sensitive decision-making roles - such as
whether to call for a military response
to an errant plane -- will remain in
military hands. U.S. and Canadian air
force personnel are currently manning
the center.
A gigantic bank of 16 computer
systems collects the required flight plans
from all planes that enter the_Backscat-
ter system's range, giving technicians
who monitor computer screens an idea
of whether "targets" showing up as lit-
tle magenta blips can be accounted for.
"If they don't have a flight plan, it
enables the operator to say; 'I'd better
take another look at this," said Capt.
Alan M. Chilton of the Canadian Air
Force.
The system gain S its extraordinary
reach by bouncing radar signals off the
Earth's ionsphere, enabling the radar to
hopscotch the planet's curve. The radar
is "bounced" back by the opposite
charge of ions in the layer of atmosphere
that begins about 2 miles up.
The radar begins its journey from
three, 3,600-foot long antenna arrays in
the western Maine town of Moscow.
Return signals are picked up 100 miles
away by three receivers, each nearly a
mile long, in the Down East town of
Columbia Falls.
A similar over-the-horizon system
with components in California, Idaho
and Oregon is 90 percent complete and
is expected to come on line in about a
year. Its range will be a half-donut
shaped area across ttre Pacific from
Alaska to south of Baja, Mexico.
The planned central system, with
components in North Dakota, South
DAkota\And Minnesoia,--will focus on
the southeilt part of the continent. The
Alaskan system will point toward the
western part of the Soviet Union.
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•Results
Fencer said that 889 students voted in
Thursday's balloting.
"We were more than pleased with the
turnout," she said. "Everything went
very smoothly. We are very, very hap-
py."
The unofficial results are:
Question no. I asked: Do you agree
with the following, as proposed by stu-
dent signature: For a period of no less
than one year, all ResLife allocations for
residence halls and area boards, be
dispersedIo the aforementioned by the
area boards (East, West, and South) in-
stead of the current situation wherein
Residents On Campus (ROC) is charg-
ed with this duty.
Yes: 469 No: 185
Question no. 2 asked: Should the CIA
be able to use University facilities for
.
recruitment purposes?
Yes: 679 No: 196
Question no. 3 asked: Should a
member of the university commimity be
(continued from page 1)
required to ask your permission before
giving your name to CIA recruiters?
Yes: 715 No: 173
Question no. 4 asked: Should
recruiters using university facilities be re-
quired to hold an open forum upon re-
quest of the university community?
Yes: 696 No: 167
Question no. 5 asked: Would you ac-
cept an extra $30 per semester on your
room fee to have a standard Micro-
Fridge added as standard room
equipment?
Yes: 296 No: 435
Question no. 6 asked: Do you favor
increasing the activity fee $5, from $20
to $25?
Yes: 373 No: 507
Question no. 7 asked: Do you favor
increasing the student recreation fee
$2.50 from $7.50 to $10.00 per
semester?
Yes: 428 No: 450
•Protest
from assistant professor to lecturer.
This brings a cut in pay, she said,
And takes them off tenure track.
Johnson said that the professors in
Onward "do a wonderful job with
what they are doing." She said that
statistically Onward students "tend
to be well prepared" for college
classes.
Moore said that the sit-in would
likely continue all day. "We will stay
here as long as we can," he said.
continued from page 1)
Foss said that she expected people
to come and go all day.
Observing the protest was Alan
Reynolds, Director of Public Saftey.
Reynolds said that public saftey
liked to have "someone in the area"
for such events, "to make sure that
no one has any problems" on either
side.
Lick was expected to be in budget
meetings until 2:00 p.m. and was not
planning to speak with the protesters.
Nelson's Mass performed
Orono, Maine—Two University of
Maine choirs, the Oratorio Society and
the University Singers will join forces to
perform "Lord Nelson's Mass" by
Joseph Haydn.
The performance will be held at St.
Mary's Catholic Church on Ohio Street
in Bangor, Monday, April 30 at 8 p.m.
Dennis Cox, UMaine professor of
music and director of choral activities,
is the conductor. The 140-member
ensemble will be joined by four soloists,
soprano September Houle, a UMaine
junior in vocal performance, mezzo-
soprano Lois Sturtevant, a UMaine
music graduate who teaches in the
Portland schools, tenor David Wilson,
member of the Oratorio Society and
UMaine System architect, and baritone
Ludlow Hallman, chairperson of the
music department and professor of
voice. The accompanist is Lillian Gar-
wood, UMaine music instructor.
For more information, call 1240.
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
STUDENT EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION
April 27, 4 p.m.
1912 Room, Memorial Union
Guest Speaker:
Cathi MacMillan
Co-President of SEAM
USM
Open to all!
Sponsored by: The University of Maine Professional Staff Association/MTA/NEA
•Navy (continued from page 13)
Commenting on the new Navy list,
Schroeder questioned how the Pentagon
"politically wants us to vote to open and
close bases at the same time."
Navy officials had appeared before
the House Armed Services subcommit-
tees to discuss the importance of
"homeporting" which places the Navy's
fleet of 550 ships at 41 ports.
"Strategic homeporting remains a
valid military objective because of its
beneficial effect on peacetime
readiness," said Jacqueline Schafer,
assistant secretary of the Navy for in-
stallations and environment.
Schafer indicated, however, thet the
Navy is reviewing all its installations, in-
cluding the new home ports, for possi-
ble closure and realignments. --
According to the list, closing the
home port on staten Island, N.Y., which
is 90 percent completed, would cost $142
million and result in annual savings of
million.
Navy spokesman Quigley said that
Nave Secretary Lawrence Garrett Ill
met with New York City mayor David
Dinkins, who opposes the home port,
and stressed that the service plans to
base its ships at Staten Island.
Shutting down the facility at Everett,
Wash., the least developed of the home
ports, would cost $20 million. Annual
savings were estimated at $22 million.
The other home ports on the list are
in Ingleside, Texas; Mobile, Ala., and
Pascagoula, Miss.
Among other installation on the list
were those located in Hunter's Point,
Calif., and Sand Point, Wash.; a naval
air station in Brunswick, Maine; and a
naval supply school in Athens, Ga.,
home state of the chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee.
Democratic Sen. Sam Nunn.
The list also included consolidating 13
facilities, including two at the naval base
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; two in
Michigan; two in Oregon, and three in
Wisconsin, Aspin's home state.
GOODLY CREATURES
by William Gibson
Maine Masque Theatre
Apnl 26 - 28. 8 p.m. .Apnl 26 and 29 2pm
Hauck Auditorium, University of Maine
General Admission $6 Admission Free to GM Students
Call 581-1735 or 581-MASK
Performing Art.'
at the UnrvetS0 o mri.ne 0
•
ruzz CAR WASH
April 28th 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Three locations:
Ames Dept. Store, University Mall
7-11, Orono
7-11, Bangor, State St.
Donations accepted
Kappa Kappa Psi and
Tau Beta Sigma
would like to thank the following
businesses for their support:
S&OK
LaVerdiere's Drugstore
Yianni's Pizza
Paul's Restaurant
Gold Star Cleaners
Canoe City
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Cuban government
jams U.S. signals
WASHINGTON (AP)-Cuba began
jamming the U.S. governments Radio
Marti broadcasts between 6 a.m. and
noon on Tuesday, said a spokeswoman
for the Voice of America, which runs
the service.
VOA spokeswoman Beth Knisley said
the agency deplores the action taken
against Radio Marti, which began
broadcasting.five years ago. The jam-
ming denies the Cuban people "access
to uncensored news and informa-
tion," she said.
She quoted a Cuban government
statement as saying that the jamming
was a "new_step toward a definitive
solution of the problem." She said
the broadcast operation can still be
heard on short wave radios.
Until this month, Cuba had not in-
terfered with Radio Marti except for a
humming sound that impaired the quali-
ty of the broadcasts.
Cuba started jamming the station
during the pre-dawn hours last week and
then shifted the interference on Tuesday
to the post-sunrise period when the au-
dience_is much greater.
The actions appear to be related to the
advent of TV Marti, the televised ver-
sion of Radio Marti. TV Marti tests
began last month during the early mor-
ning hours and have been jammed con-
sistently by Cuban transmitters.
There have been some
reports,h(zwever, that TV Marti has
been seen in most of the island's 14
provinces.
At a news conference three weeks
ago, President Fidel Castro suggested
that the TV Marti tests could provoke
a crackdown on Radio Marti.
Castro said it is unacceptable ior the
United States to transmit radio pro-
gramming unilaterally to Cuba. One
possible solution, he said, is for the two
countries to reach an agreement gover-
ning mutual broadcasting rights.
The United States has defended both
Radio and TV Marti on ground that the
Cuban people have not had access to ob-
jective news since Castro assumed power
31 years ago.
Castro has called TV Marti a "gross
instrument of subversion" that violates
national sovereighty and international
law. The Bush administration has said
the station is consistent with interna-
tional law.
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An unidentified man works on one of the University of Maine fire engines
while the seasonal temperatures soared this week.
Orono councilman speaks out
By Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
Although relations between the
University of Maine students and the
town of Orono are important, equally
important are the town's relationship
with the UMaine administration.
During a meeting between the Student
Senate Legislative Liaison Committee
and Orono Town Council Chairman
Francis Martin on Wednesday, the guest
speaker gave some advice to committee
members and spoke of relationships bet-
ween the two communities.
Martin, an Army retiree who served_
26 years and a 1974 graduate of UMaine
is currently entering his eighth year as
an Orono councilman.
"I look at the university and the town
in two ways. The university-student rela-
tionship and the town of Orono and the
university adminstration and the town
of Orono, Martin said.
In terms of the relationship between
the town and administration, Martin
said Orono likes to be kept comprised
of any development, building construc-
tion and programs that may affect the
town.
"From the university adminstration
we would like to know more of their
planning efforts. After classes are over
the university is going to present to us
a comprehensive review of their plans of
development on campus," he said.
According to Martin that type infor-
mation is important because it has an
impact on the towns' water supply traf-
fic and sewerage capacity.
"Those kinds of things in respect to
development between the town and
university we like to know more about.
The university is talking to us on those
kinds of issues. They have not talked to
us in the past. They have filially concur-
red," he said.
In terms of student and town relation-
ships the chairman explained that many
of the problems rests with the landlords
and quality of housing that they provide
in the area.
"We (the town) think some of our
landlords are real fine people and treat
tenants well, " he said. "We also
think that some of our landlords take
advantage of students and do not keep
their properties up to the level of safety
they themselves would like to have. "
Martin said one step the town has
taken to assure tenants safety is to have
a full-time code enforcement officer.
Martin also suggested that in order to
force landlords to bring their apartments
up to standards the town should create
an ordinance which would permit apart-
ment inspections.
Currently the Orono Planning Board
is writing new land use ordinances which
may lead to future guidelines concern-
ing housing safety.
Tickets
available to
UM Students
under the
Comprehensive
Fee Program.
NIKOLAIS DANCE
THEATRE
Saturday, April i8 at 8 pm
Even with a career spanning 50 years,
Alwin Nikolais continues to break new
ground. An original multi-media
performance! Sponsored by UM
Alumni Association
Free Lecture by Alwin Nikolais on "Ncw
Technologies in Theatre" at 6:30 in the
Bodwell Dining Area
(Performance supported by *grant from the New England Foundation for the Arts with funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts and the Mains Art: Commission. lecture sponsored by Dirtinguished Lecture Series with
rupport from the Cultural Affairs Committee, the Arthur Lord Fund and the Class of 1934 FUnd)
For Tickets & Information (207) 581-1755
All Seats Reserved. Charge by phone 9-4 Weekdays. Ticket Office window open
9-4 weekdays and 1 &1/2 hours before every event
Visa/MasterCard/Checks/Cash
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine, Orono
"The quality of housing overall is
much better than it was but we have
some areas that need to be looked at
much closely. Perhaps through some
apartment house ordinance we could do
this."
Concerning student eittra curricular
activity off campus, frequently known
as partying, the qaairman explained that
possible guidelines should be created for
off campus students when having par-
ties. He said students should also have
an orientation to understand actions the
police may possibly take during certain
situations.
"If students don't like the way they
have been treated they ought not to
resist, on the other hand they should not
give up," he said. "Talk to the town
manager, talk to the police chief, talk
to a councilman-"
Martin said anyone of these three in-___
dividuals have the power to investigate
an incident where a police officer may
have acted inappropriately.
One committee member asked Mar-
tin whether he felt the partying problem
in Orono is the result of a certain
number of students.
Martin said that he felt it was just a
"a few students causing a problem in
certain areas of town."
Kelly Lambert, an off
-campus
senator, asked the chairman if he felt the
party problem had gotten worst over the
years.
Martin replied by saying the problem
has been steady.
"People are going to party but they
should be aware that other people live
in the neighborhood and some con-
sideration should be given for their
rights," he said.
Martin was also questioned about
whether or not the municipal voting in
the town, which occurs during spring
break, could be changed so students
would be able to vote.
Martin said that absentee ballots can
be obtained during business hours at the
town office and are not opened until the
day the vote occurs.
Former
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Sports
U Maine's Dean Smith wins Byers award
Former Black Bear basketball player earns honor as nation's top student-athlete
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Former University of Maine basket-
ball standout Dean Smith has been nam-
ed the recipient of the 1990 Walter Byers
Award.
The award is presented annually to
the nation's top male and female col-
legiate senior athletes excelling in
academics. -
"Obviously I'm pretty elated about
winning the award," Smith said. "I
have to credit my faculty and my
coaching staff for the award."
Smith, now enrolled as a post-
graduate at UMaine, posted a 3.864
cummulative grade-point average and
graduated in December with a degree in
electrical engineering after only seven
semesters.
The 6-3 forward also led the North
Atlantic Conference in scoring with a 19
point-per-game average and was nam-
ed to the GTE Academic All-American
team.
"I think it's outstanding." said
UMaine head basketball coach Rudy
Keeling. "He's just an outstanding
young man."
Smith was one of three finalist for the
award along with University of
Southern California swimmer Ray
Looze and University of Georgia basket-
ball player Alex Kessler. The three
finalist were in Chicago on Monday for
their interviews before the winner was
announced that afternoon.
The award, named after the NCAA's
executive director emeritus, recognizes
the top student-athlete regarylless of tile
school's division. 
-- ---
Smith said the finalists went through
the formal process before the interview
where the six panelists prepared ques-
tions for the participants.
"The interview was very tough,"
Smith said. "The questions they asked
were along the lines of the (Miss) USA
Pageant, like if there was one thing in
the world you could change, what would
it be? They were questions you would
never expect to answer. "
Smith said he thought the panelists
UMaine softball
host of tourney
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
After 42 consecutive away games, the University of Maine
softball team swings into home action this weekend, as the
host of the Maine Invitational Tournament.
Sporting a record of 7-35, the team is optimistic about
this weekend's chances and believes it has something to
prove.
Junior co-captain Mel Harris, who catches and plays
centerfield, said playing at home will be a definite advantage.
"We won't have to ride on a bus for hours and hours,
we'll be well rested, and it will be nice to have fans backing
us up," she said.
Harris, who ranks second on the team in RBI's (8) and
third on the team in stolen bases (10), said she didn't think
people on campus realized the quality of play at the Divi-
sion I level.
"We've only been beaten badly by a few teams. I hope
we can show we're not as bad as our record," she said.
coach Janet Anderson said she would like her squad to
win at least three of its four games this weekend.
"If we get the defense and the pitching that goal is very
realistc, " she said. •
"It all hinges on how badly we want these wins. But I
think our biggest advantage is that we're home."
She said because the softball team isn't in a conference
(it will enter the North Atlantic Conference in 1992), teams
are not under any obligation to travel to Maine to play.
Therefore, she said, a typical senior will play approximate-
ly 14 home games in a career and 200 away contests.
"We really are road warriors," she said. "I'm anxious
for the day when we have a conference. Then we'll have
player-of-the-week and rookie-of-the-week awards. Then
they too will be recognized for their skills. "
Anderson said she expected the competition in the tour-
nament (Eastern Connecticut, Central Connecticut State,
and the University of Southern Maine) to be somewhat "on
par" with most of their competition to date, with the ex-
ception of the bigger Division I schools such as the Univer-
sity of Iowa, Indiana State University, and Adelphi
University.
"USM is one of the better Division III teams in the state,
Eastern Connecticut is one of the better Division III teams
in the country, and Central Connecticut is a Division I school
that we're very competitive with," she said.
(see TOURNEY page 18)
were looking at athletic ability,
academic achievement, academic pro-
mise and character when choosing the
winner.
"I felt confident that my qualifica-
tions were as good as the other finalists,
engineering, graduate at the top of his
class, and he also led the conference in
scoring," Keeling said.
He also mentioned Smith's work ethic
as a major factor in his success.
"We had team study halls on the road
"They couldn't have picked a better person who exemplified
the student-athlete role better than Dean."
UMaine head coach Rudy Keeling
but I didn't think I'd win," he said.
"I think some of the research I've done
was an added advantage for me."
"They couldn't have picked a better
person who exemplified the student-
athlete role better than Dean," Keel-
ing said.
Keeling added how difficult winning
the award was, considering Smith's
tough electrical engineering course load.
"It's very hard to play a sport, com-
plete a major as difficult as electrical
and 1 never had to tell Dean to get
ready," he said.
The Guilford, Maine native and Fox-
croft Academy graduate, scored 1,129
points in his career, putting him 10th on
the Black Bear's all-time scoring list.
Smith will receive $7,500 for every
year he continues his post-graduate
studies. The award will be presented
sometime in the spring, however the
NCAA is unsure of the exact date.
Carl Smith's brother, Doc
wants to attend UMaine
By Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The brother of All-American
running back Carl Smith said
he will attend the University of
Maine providing he meets the
school's admission
requirements.
Maurice "Doc" Smith, of
Riverhead, N.Y., who runs the
40-yard dash slightly faster than
Carl's 4.38 speed, told the
Maine Campus he wants to
play football at UMaine.
But the 6-1, 170-pound
quarterback, who was recruited
by many Division I-A pro-
grams, including Notre Dame,
Michigan and Syracuse, still
must overcome some obstacles
before he can join his brother
in the Black Bear backfield.
Doc Smith has yet to be ac-
cepted to the university and is
awaiting the results of his
SATs, which he retook
recently.
But if Smith does not meet
the requirements established by
UMaine and the NCAA, he
said he will apply for admission
to the university's ONWARD
program. If he is accepted in
the 11/2 year program, Smith
would work on his studies and
would not be able to compete
or practice with the football
team until his SATs reached the
accepted level.
Under the NCAA's Proposi-
tion 48 student-athletes must
score a minimum of 700 on the
standardardized test in order to
compete in intercollegiate
athletics.
UMaine does not award
scholarships to Proposition 48
students, but Smith could
receive other financial aid if he
is accepted in the ONWARD
program.
"I'll be disappointed if I
can't play, but I just have to get
my grades up and take timeout
to study," Smith said.
Doc's father, Ronnie Smith,
said when UMaine recruited
Carl he told the coaches, "If
they were just going to recruit
him to play ball then I would
tell him its not a good place to
go. The main thing for (Carl
and Doc) is to get an education
"That's the main thing.
When Carl calls, how he's do-
ing in football is secondary.
The first thing we want to know
is how his classes are going,"
Ronnie Smith said.
"With the climate around the
country supposedly of athletic
departments going against
academics and trying to slide
them through school doesn't
seem to be a problem up
there."
The Division I-A schools
shyed away from Smith after he
didn't meet the minimum SAT
requirments the first time. "It
seems like people care up there,
Doc Smith said. "Maine just
stuck with me."
Ronnie Smith said the "big
time" schools' loss of interest
may be better off in the long
run. "Most of the Division I
schools talk about educating
the kids as the main objective,
but when Doc didn't get a pass-
ing score they didn't want him
anymore," Ronnie Smith
said. "I told him, ` to them
you're just another blue chip
athlete to be used.' If they cared
about the student they'd still
want him."
He also said the SATs can be
unfair. "That's another thing
that gets you in the gut,"
Ronnie Smith said. "The tests
are laid out for certain ifirts of
the population."
The family's closeness was a
contributing factor in Doc's
decision. "They've always been
real close. As he's gotten older
he's warmed up to the idea of
having a back in the backfield
like his brother," Ronnie
Smith said.
Carl Smith was competing in
the Penn Relays and could not
be reached for comment.
Doc's father said the com-
munity outside the campus is
what has impressed him. "The
thing that sold me the most on
Maine are the people outside
the campus," he said.
"I was worried about Carl
coming up ,because there is not
a large black population. I
didn't want it to be a place
where it was okay to play foot-
ball, but not to go out and
socialize.
"I like the school, the com-
munity and I like the peo-
ple," Ronnie Smith said.
Doc's father said he'd
recommend the school to
anyone. "If the school was
closer to our area they'd have
no trouble recruiting blue chip
(see SMITH page 18)
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•Smith
In his junior year in high school, Doc
rushed for 770 yards on 77 carries in and
completed 30 passes for 462 yards in an
option offense. He rushed for eight
'touchdowns and passed for nine while
throwing four interceptions.
His senior year he rushed for 734
yards and passed for 189. Doc said the
numbers were lower because the team
was younger.
(continued from page 17)
"This year we had three guys that
started last year and all the other posi-
tions were new," Doc said. He said
he didn't pass as much because the team
didn't have the receivers.
-- •
The past two years he has made the
Soufolk All-County team and his Senior
year he was a Blue Chip preseason
All-American.
Win a
$1,000
Scholarship!
Answer YES to five questions;
qualify for a $1,000 scholarship!
1. Will you be a junior or senior in
college as of September 5, 1990?
2. Are your majoring in Business
Management, Marketing,
Retailing, or related field?
3. Are you a Maine resident?
4. Do you have an accumulated
grade point average of 2.5 or
better?
5. Are you a full time student?
BANGOR MALL
IS AWARDING TWO $1000
SCHOLARSHIPS THROUGH THE
JOSEPH UNOBSKEY MEMORIAI
SCHOLARSHIP FUND.
The following items are required:
* Completed applieationform,
available at the Bangor Malt
information booth
* Official transcript of grades
* Two letters of recommendation from
school officials, professors,
employers, or others not related -
* Statement of expectations, plans and
goals for the future
ENTRY DEADLINE IS
SEPTEMBER 30, 1990
Full information is available at the
Bangor Mall Information Booth.
bangor mall
ECAC baseball tourney
at UMaine to be televised
- -
CENTERVILLE, Mass—For the first
time, the Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference Division I baseball tournament
will be shown live on national television.
ECAC Commissioner Clayton Chap-
man and SportsChannel New England
Vice President/General Manager Mit-
chell Freund announced that the 15th
annual ECAC Divison I baseball Tour-
nament championship round (one or
two games), Saturday May 19, will be
produced by and televised live on Sport-
sChannel New England and also shown
ob SportsChannel New York and
America before almost 10 million
subscribers nationwide, beginning at 12
noon.
"We're very excited about our ECAC
Baseball Tournament receiving this fylie
of national and regional exposure on
SportsChannel," Chapman said. "This
will' obviously hlep promote not only
our tournament, but abs some of the
finest baseball programs and players in
the northeast."
The University of Maine has been
*Tourney 
selected to host the ECAC Division I
Tournament at Mahaney Diamond in
Orono, Maine, contingent upon the
Black Bears qualifying as one of the six
teams in the tourney. Currently,
UMaine leads the North Atlantic sub-
division will an 8-1 league record and
is 27-13 overall. Holy Cross's Fitton
Field in Worcester, Mass., has been
selected as the backup site if UMaine
doesn't qualify.
The ECAC Division I tournament
alignment is the largest in the country
with 29 teams competing in five sub-
divisions—North Atlantic, MAAC
North, MAAC South, Diamond and
Northeast. The five sub-division regular
season champions and one at-large team
are selected to participate in the ECAC
Tournament. The winner receives an
automatic bid into the NCAA Division
I baseball tournament.
Maine leads the North Atlantic, while
Central Connecticut is second at 6-2,
19-8 and Northeastern is third at 6-2,
17-10.
UMaine will be without me services
of Jocelyn Kondrotas, who is lost for
the season with a shoulder injury. Kon-
drotas led the nation in hitting last
season with a .476 batting average.
The Black Bears also will be without
Nicctle Stockbridge, who left the team
after a family crisis.
Pitching for UMaine this weekensi
will be hurlers Sherri Bridges and Mary
Campbell.
Sophomore Bridges has a 2.95 ERA,
while first-year player Campbell has a
4.16 ERA.
Offensive threats for the Bears are
sophomore catcher Kim Reed (returning
to play after suffering an ankle injury)
with a .317 batting average and
WMEB 91.9 FM:
For Rrogressive, alternativ
classical music, sports action
and just a whole bunch of
to, tune 'em in
(continued from page 17)
sophomore first baseman Nikki Lovell,
hitting at a .253 clip.
UMaine will play Eastern Connecticut
at 10 a.m. Saturday. One of EC's pit-
chers is Pearla Bridges, cousin and
former Bucksport teammate of
UMaine's Sherri Bridges.
At 2:30 p.m. UMaine will face USM,
who split with the Black Bears last
season.
Sunday UMaine will play a
doubleheader with Central Connecticut
State, starting at noon.
Beth Staples is the UMaine assistant
softball coach and staff writer for the
Maine Campus.
Radio-Free Orono
e, jazz, blues, reggae, and
, special shows and events
other cool things to listen
7 days a week!
Heart Attack.
Fight it with a
Memorial gift to
the American
Heart Association.
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UMaine volleyball club
to finish spring season
By Scott Tetreault
Special to the Campus
The whistle blows and the players step
to the line. The pain, etched on each in-
dividual's face, shows that it has been
a grueling practice. One more sprint and
they will be done.
It's hard to imagine that such hard
work could ever be associated with a
sport whose main characteristics are
sand, surf, and fun—but it is.
The men's volleyball club has been a
mainstay at the University of Maine for
more than four years. Many people try
out, aspiring to become the next Sinjin
Smith or Randy Stokolos, two of the
sport" l greatest players.
The team is currently gearing up for
their final two outings of the year, April
29 at Southern Maine  Vocational
Technical insfilute (SMVTI) in
Portland, land the finale on May 6 at
Bates College in Lewiston.
"These aren't our normal collegiate
tournaments," said middle hitter Matt
Cohen. "They are non-related men's
tournaments."
There is a different format for players
to follow in a men's league.
There are no set teams, and players
are grouped by letters, ranging from the.
lowest, a C, to a higher-skilled player,
a B..
"We usually play in about five of
these tournaments a year," Cohen
said. "It breaks up the monotony of
regular practice and keeps us working
well as a team. With less pressure, it
makes the season more enjoyable. "
Unfortunately, the team didn't have
much to celebrate about this season, as
it finished with a disappointing 2-7
reccgd.
"I guess you could call this our tran-
sition year," captain Tim O'Wril said.
"We have had it pretty rough."
As opposed to last season, the road
has been a long and winding one. Last
year, the club blocked and spiked its
way to a 6-3 record. It ended up third
in the New England conference, behind
volleyball powerhouses Boston College
and Northeastern University.
"We lost four out of our six starters
which, as you can imagine, pretty much
decimated our entire club," O'Wril
said. "This year the only starter we'll be
losing is Griff (John Griffin), so we
should be in good shape for next
season."
Even though the club p.osted a losing
record, with a little luck it could very
easily have been a different story.
"Earlier in the year we lost a couple
of close games to BC and UNH by a
total of only two points, " Griffin
said. "Those losses really hurt us. They
took away a lot of our intensity."
The high point of the season occur-
red three weeks ago at the NECVL
championship in Rhode Island, where
the team put on an impressive showing.
The club made it to the finals before los-
ing to their interstate rival Bates in the
first round.
The team not only proved they could
win, but showed they had the talent as
well. Four of the UMaine players, Tim
O'Wril, John Griffin, Matt Cohen, and
Rick Comeau, were selected to the All-
Tournament team. UMaine was the only
club to boast of that many players on
the squad.
"It feels really good to know we have
what it takes," Cohen said. "It's just
too bad that the team couldn't have
tared better."
Next season, the team hopes for
changes in their schedule.
"What we need are some tour-
naments up here," O'Wril said. "It
gets really hectic travelling almost every
weekend to Massachusetts and other
places with the budget we have."
UMaine supplies transportation and
enough money to cover most meals and
hotel expenses. The rest comes out of
the pockets of the_players themselves, in
yearly dues of $10 each.
"Evenlh-otigh we dOn't receive atten-
tion (in the way of fan support) we have
to give thanks that we were fortunate
enough not to receive the brunt of the
budget cuts," O'Wril said.
"They have a good chance to be a
very good team, if they concentrate on
their fundamentals," Griffin said.
Perhaps Rick Comeau, with
volleyball in hand, summed it up best.
"I'm definitely psyched about next year.
It should be a very productive
season."
Yankee Conference will
reduce scholarships to 65
DURHAM, N.H.—The Yankee Con-
ference has announced that it will take
a unilateral reduction of football
scholarships from 70 to 65 for the 1991
football season, if the 1991 NCAA Con-
vention in January fails to pass propos-
ed legislation resulting in a 10 percent
reduction of scholarships (a reduction of
70 to 63). The current total of 70
scholarships will be reduced to 65 for
each of the nine member institutions, as
agreed upon by the presidents of the
member schools at their annual meetings
on March 23.
During the NCAA meetings in Dallas
January 7-9, a proposal was put forth
which stated that the member -institu-
tions would reduce football scholarships
from 70 to 65. But the proposal was to
go into effect for the 1990 season. It was
later withdrawn due to the implementa-
tion date, and no decision was made by
the membership regarding reductions.
The item could be placed on the agenda
again in next January's meetings as part
of the cost containment proposals.
The Yankee Conference has decided
to take the lead in football scholarship
reductions. The presidents agreed that
the reductions could take effect for the
1991 season. The chairman of the Presi-
dent's Council of the Yankee Con-
ference is the Rev. Edmund J. Dobbin,
OSA, of Villanova University.
"The reason for this reduction is to
control the spiraling costs of collegiate
athletics today," Dobbin said. "The
major costs involve tuition and board
scholarships. The Yankee Conference
presidents agreed to take this initiative
in case the NCAA proposal did not go
through in January."
"The Yankee Conference supported
the 1990 reduction proposal by the
NCAA," said Yankee Conference
Commissioner David Nelson of the
University of Delaware. "The proposal
was withdrawn, but continued discus-
sions by the presidents of the Yankee
Conference led to this decision. This is
good legislation and we feel that this is
appropriate action to take at this time
with the increasing costs of inter-
collegiate athletics."
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.41/hour!
For application info Call: (1)602-838-8885. Ext.
M18402 6a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days
APARTMENTS
ORONO - Unfurnished efficiency available May
1. Quiet Neighborhood. 866-2366 after 4:30
ATTENTION - EASY WORK EXCF1 I FNT PAY!
Assemble products at home. Details. (1)
602-838-8885. Ext. W18402
NOW RENTING - rooms for Fall Semester Only
5 minute walk to campus. Serious male students
only, Home-cooked meals, laundry facilities. Call
after 5 p.m. 866-7726 or 866-5949
All - HIRING! Government jobs - Your
area $17,840 $69, 485 Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext R18402
SUMMER HELP
Summer help needed at Rosalies Pizza, Bar Har-
bor. Some rooms provided. Kitchen help, pizza &
dishwaher. Call: 942-6511 for interview. Keep
trying.
SUMMER SUBLET' - Roommate(s) wanted to
sublet apt from end of May till Sept. Rent is
negotiable. Fully furnished and 5 mm . horn
campus. Call: 866-4195 evenings
ORONO - Modern one beclroorn: walking distance
to campus. $4350 plus utilities. Elegant
. Neighborhood. Some Available lune 1st, and some
Sept. 1st. Evergreen. 945-5810
SUMMER108S ttl- MAINE -
We are a listing service for a wide variety of jobs
in the MIDCOAST area. Applications available at
your career placement office or call: Midcoast
Business Service at 443-6244
FHERES A 108 FOR YOUEN A SUMME.R
CAMP
The American Camping kveciation (NY) will make
your application avail, to over 300 camps in the
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college students
and prolesionals. Risitioris avaiL all land and Waler
sports, kitchen. maintenance, arts and crafts, drama.
music, dance, nature, tripping, R.N.'s M.D.'s. Col-
lege Credit Available. CALL OR WRfTE FOR AP-
PIJCATION. AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIA
TION, 12 West 31st Street, New York, N
10001. 1-800-777 CAMP
One Bedroom Apt. and 3 Bedroom Apt. Available
lune 141. Call after 5. 866-32481866-2518
FOR SALE
1984 Nissan Pick-up with cab. Excellent
Condition. Call - 945-0769 •
SUMMER STAFF
ACADIA BIKE & CANOE of Bar Harbor seeks
enthusiastic men and women to work in its busy
rental. retail and tour operation. Positions include
letarl sales. customer sevice, bicycle mechanics, bike
our guides. yard personnel, & office staff. We are
'ocated in the heart of Acadia National Park and
can offer an 'enjoyable summer positions in one
of Maine's most beautiful areas. Co-op credits
available. Long term possibilities for the right
people. Good pay and bonus program. Housing
vailable.
or application, job descriptions, and an on
rampus interview, contact the UMO Career Center:
Wingate Hall 581-1359 or call us at 288-9605
COASTAL KAYAKING TOURS INC of Bar Har-
bor seeks qualified men and women to lead guid-
ed sea-kayak tours in the Acadia Naitonal Park area
and along The Maine Island Trail. You will lead
half day. full day and multi-day sea kayaking trips
and still work independently much of the time. Ap-
plicants should possess good outdoor leadership
skills, be sound paddlers, and enjoy working with
people. You should have a Maine Guides License
(or be able to be licensed by lune 1st.) Contact
us for details. Co-op credits available. Good pay
and bonus program. Housing available.
For application, job descriptions, and an on
campus interview, contact the UMO Career Center:
Wingate Hall 581-1359 or call us at 288-9605
BICYCLE MECHANIC
,Acadia Bike & Canoe of Bar Harbor is looking for
expenenced bike mechanics kw the summer season.
Good new bike assemble and repair skills are
required. Previous bike shop experience pie  
Good pay and bonus pregram. Housing available.
Call 288-9605 for application and interviesk
,A1TENT1ON - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes. Corvet-
tes. Chem. Strplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885. Ext. A18402
OTHER
You want to saw your Buds for later?
Then you need this TRIGERATOR.
Your stomachs growlin at 2 a.m.
The snacks bars closed; and so's the Den.
Here's food for thought when you feel this way
Get this dorm-sized fridge. CALL NOW!
DONT DElAY! 581-4771. Ask Ict_Ralph Rm.65
$40.
IBM Model 30286 IOMHZ 1 meg RAM exten-
dable. 20 rneg HardDrive. 1.44 nneg 3.5 inch
drive. VGA graphics (256 colors), 101 key IBM
enhanced keyboard Software: Microsoft Paint,
Windows, Word and Wnte; Mathcad WATFOR
77 many many games. IBM Propnnter X24E
Letter Quality. Great ccomputer for engineering
student. Cheaper than ISC and is still under war-
renty, bought in Nov. '89. $2600 or B.0 Call
Mike or Chris 239 Hancock 581-4770
FURNITURE for sale: Couch (eikellent condition).
desks. rug, plants, etc...Prices are negotiable.
Call: 827-5209
MOPED - Honda C70 Shp. Like new. 3,200
mks; 2 helmets; $500 or &O. 947-6346
SOFA - Contemporary: Excellent Condi-
tion. $250.00 of Best Offer, Call
evenings 866-4195
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Tr -Colored gold bracelet. on Evening of
April 19th, Between Mem. Gym & York Hall
Reward $40.00 if found.
Please Call Chris at 4510.
Rm, 245
PERSONALS
NEEDED - Person to dnw me and my car to the
Maine Border because of lass of liscense in Maine.
After finals. I will then drive- you and your stuff
to anywhere along the Route to New jersey. Plen
ty of room. Saw Mom and Dad the trip. Call
827-0112
Want to trawl to Europe this summer but don't
have anyone to go with? I am a female looking
to trawl to England. Scotland. and France some
time between May 21 through luly 14. Please call:
827-5209
iff
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finishes its spring practice season with an intra-squad scrimmage Saturday.
The Maine Campus, Weekend Edition, April 27-29, 1990.
UMaine football to play Blue-White game
The University of Maine football
team will take to the field for the first
time in 1990 Saturday at 1 p.m.
The Black Bears which , were
undefeated at 6-0 on their own Alumni
Field this past season are guaranteed to
extend their streak to seven as they com-
pete in the annual intra-squad Blue-
White game, which will culminate the
spring practice season.
UMaine, which has a 1989 Yankee
Conference Championship, NCAA
playoff appearance and a new coach has
made good progress according first-year
coach Kirk Ferentz.
"We've been pleased with the way
things have gone," Ferentz said. "But
we've got a long ways to go yet.
Offensively the team will look similar
to last year's 9-3 team, but the defense
will go with a nose tackle set this season.
Ferentz is happy with the way
quarterbaCk Jeff DelRosso -fias—been
playing. DelRosso is faced with the task
of replacing former quarterback Mike
"- Buck, who was drafted by the New
g Orleans Saints in the sixth round
O Monday.
2 • "The biggest thing was to get Jeff
settled and we're pleased with the pro-_
'<c> gress he's made," Ferentz said. ,
There has been competition on the of-
fensive line to fill Scott HOugh's posi-
o tion. Hough was also drafted by the
tv Saints this week.
"Six guys have been fighting it out for--
T five spots," Ferentz said
• In Saturday's scrimmage Ferentz said
the first two units will play the rest of
a tackle in the team's NCAA playoff game against Southwest Missouri State last fall. The team the team to give the starters a chance to
play together.
Watch out! It's the Last-Week-of
-Classes Blast-Off to
SMITHEREENS
Wednesday, May 2, 8pm
in the Memorial Gym
UMaine Student Price: $8
General Public Price: $12
All tickets will be sold for $12 the day of the show.
Tickets Available Monday through Friday
at the Memorial Union Info Counter
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